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Hans Rechenmacher  (University of Stellenbosch) 
אל AND ןיא  IN NOMINAL CLAUSES
ABSTRACT 
l¯(») and »÷n both operate as negators in Biblical Hebrew nominal clauses. Their 
distribution has not been thoroughly investigated yet. In this article the author shows 
that the question of when l¯(») and when »÷n are used can be answered by 
differentiating the nominal clause types according to the morphological quality of the 
predicate and the determination degree of the subject. 
1. INTRODUCTION
The question of when l¯(») and »÷n operate as negators in Biblical Hebrew 
is usually answered as: »÷n in sentence-negation and l¯(») in special-
negation, i.e. when negating a constituent or a word.1 
Jacobs (1982:39-46) has used German2 as an example to show that this 
traditional distinction is neither definitive, nor adequate in describing 
different sentences containing elements of negation. He distinguishes two 
types of negation: contrasting versus non-contrasting negation. 
The sets of clauses with CN (Contrasting Negation) versus NCN (Non-
Contrasting Negation) coincide extensively with the sets of the traditional 
1 Like Swiggers (1991:175), who differentiated between “full negation” and 
“restricted negation”.  Cf. in this sense König III, §352m: A “Nominalprädicat” is 
seldom negated by l¯(»), especially if the predicate only, and not the entire assertion, 
is negated. He lists more than twenty references, and immediately adds several 
contradictory examples, among them Job 28,14. Gesenius §152a talks of a certain 
emphasis in l¯(»): the weight of the negation falls rather on a particular word, than on 
the entire sentence. Meyer §90,1 states: l¯(») negates a single word, in contrast to »÷n. 
According to Joüon §160b-c negation occurs by means of l¯(») only if a certain 
emphasis is supplied, or if the negation refers to a word separate from the predicate. 
Brockelman §32 dispenses entirely with an explanation and only establishes that »÷n 
appears more frequently in a nominal sentence than l¯(»).    
2 His investigation has however a general linguistic character. The opposition 
contrasting versus non-contrasting negation is valid for all natural languages. 
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sentence negation versus special negation, but are not simply identical3. 
The most important distinction between CN and NCN lies in the area of 
truth-functionality. Only NCN negates the truth-functional, i.e. only in the 
case of NCN does the falseness of the negating sentence follow out of the 
truth of the positive sentence, and vice versa. 
 
(a)    Max ist begabt           (Max is talented) 
(b)    Max ist nicht begabt  = CN     (Max is not talented) 
(c)    Nicht MAX4 ist begabt = NCN (It is not Max who is talented) 
 
If (a) is true, then (b) is false and vice versa. Things are a little different 
with (c). If (a) is true, then indeed it follows that (c) is false. However, the 
reverse does not apply, since from the fact that (a) is false, it does not 
follow that someone other than Max is smoking, which follows from (c) 
under normal circumstances.  
CN can be detected by means of a test: In CN either a “but”-phrase or 
something  equivalent, which can easily be transferred to a “but”-phrase, 
follows, or, where it is lacking, it is experienced as lacking, e.g. “It is not 
Max that is talented, but Peter” In contrast to this, in NCN an added 
“but”-phrase is unnecessary or disturbing. 
With this clearly defined opposition CN versus NCN instead of varying 
vague traditional terms we shall now examine the distribution of l¯(») and 
»÷n as negators in Biblical Hebrew nominal clauses differentiated 
according to certain patterns.  
The bipolar nominal clauses are classified according to the 
morphological structure of the predicate as shown in the following 
overview, which includes figures for the frequency of the representative 
types:5 
 
Nominal clause I.1  predicate: determinate nominal phrase               2287 
Nominal clause I.2  predicate: indeterminate nominal phrase            2015 
                                         
3 As for the relative small corpus of Biblical Hebrew nominal clauses they do coincide, as far 
as I observe. Regardless to that, the insufficient traditional terminology should be dismissed. 
4 Capital letters indicate intonatory prominence. 
5 Foundation is the electronic data bases of Wolfgang Richter in Munich. Nominal clauses I-
IV (by HYY expanded nominal clauses and references from Sirach not counted) run to 15062. 
The transcription and sentence marking also derives from the Munich Data Bank, cf. further 
Richter (1991-1993). 
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Nominal clause II    predicate: prepositional phrase                         5114 
Nominal clause III   predicate: adjective                                          1461 
Nominal clause IV   predicate: participle                                    4185 
 
These morphological patterns correspond to semantic predicate types: 
I.1     Identification 
I.2     Classification 
II       Relation  (Localization, ascription6 etc. according to the particular  preposition) 
III      Qualification 
IV     Nominalization 
2. NOMINAL CLAUSE I.1: IDENTIFICATION 
References with »÷n are completely non-existent! Negation happens 
regardless of whether it is CN or NCN with l¯(»). The concordance for the 
negative clauses of this type7 is given below:  
 
Gen 20,12b     »ak l¯(») b¬[t]t »imm=ª  (subject from 12a: hª(w»))  
1Kgs 22,33b   kª l¯(») malk Y¹R»L h³(») 
2Kgs 6,19b     l¯(») z± ha=dark     
2Kgs 6,19c      w·=l¯(») z¯(h) ha=«ªr  
Isa 55,8a        kª l¯(») ma¥µÕb¯t-ay=[y] ma¥µÕb¯t-÷=kim  
Isa 55,8b         w·=l¯(») darÕk÷=kim dÕrak-ay=[y]  
Jer 2,11b         w·=him°a(h) l¯(») »¬l¯*hªm  
Ezek 21,31d    z¯(»)t l¯(») z¯(»)t 
Hos 1,9c          kª »attim l¯(») «amm=ª  
Hos 2,1d          l¯(») «amm=ª »attim  
Hos 2,4c          kª hª(») l¯(») »iµt=ª  
Hos 2,4d          w·=»an¯*kª l¯(») »ªµ-a=h  
  
In Gen 20,12b and 1Kgs 22,33b we have CN: b¬[t]t »imm=ª contrasts with  
b¬[t]t »abª=[y] in 12a and malk Y¹R»L  with YHW´PÐ. Evidence of CN 
is missing in the remaining clauses. Tests with hypothetical “but”-phrases 
are failing. An instructive example for obvious NCN is Isa 55,8a: “For my 
thoughts are not your thoughts, but …”. The intended statement is that the 
contents of [my thoughts] and [your thoughts] are not identical. There is 
no additional positive predication intended (for example, my thoughts are 
not your thoughts, but the thoughts of my servant). We see 
                                         
6 Ascription is the term that Jenni (2000:54) introduces to describe the semantic relation 
expressed by traditionally so called Lamed possessivum. A simple possessive relation, 
however, needs no preposition at all. It can be expressed simply by means of a construct 
relation. “Mit Lamed wird dagegen die Beziehung zwischen den beiden Größen nicht nur 
komplexiv vorausgesetzt, sondern prädizierend festgestellt und assertiert”  (With Lamed 
however the relation between the two entities ist not only complexiv presupposed, but in a 
predicative way stated and asserted). 
7 All lists in this contribution are complete, unless otherwise indicated. The relevant 
concordance can be found in Rechenmacher (1997:27-80). 
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clearly from  Isa 55,8a that l¯(») in this type of clause really negates the 
clause and not a part of it. The proposition is without any doubt non-
identity of [my thoughts] and [your thoughts], and not the identity of [my 
thoughts] and [not your thoughts]. 
3. NOMINAL CLAUSE I.2: CLASSIFICATION 
For this type we can also state that negation is operated through l¯(») 
regardless of the question whether there is CN or NCN. The complete list 
of references follows:  
 
Gen 42,34c         kª l¯(») m·ragg¬lªm »attim  
Ex 4,10b             l¯(») »ªµ dÕbarªm »an¯*kª gam mit=t¬m¯l gam miµ=µilµ-um  
Num 23,19a        l¯(») »ªµ »il (b) w·=y·kazzib  
Num 23,19c        w·=bin »adam (d) w·=yitna¥[¥]im  
Deut 20,20b        kª l¯(») «i½ ma»kal h³(»)  
Deut 32,47a        kª l¯(») dabar r÷*q h³(») mik=kim  
1Sam 15,29c      kª l¯(») »adam h³(») (cI) l·=hinna¥im  
2Sam 18,20b      l¯(») »ªµ b¬¼¯*rã »attã ha=y¯m ha=z±  
1Kgs 20,28g      w·=l¯(») »¬l¯*h÷ «¬maqªm h³(»)  
2Kgs 19,18b       kª l¯(») »¬l¯*hªm him°a(h)  
Isa 22,2a             ¥Õlal-ay=k l¯(») ¥alÕl÷ ¥arb  
Isa 22,2b             w·=l¯(») m÷*t÷ mil¥amã  (subject from 2a  ¥Õlal-ay=k)  
Isa 27,11b           kª l¯(») «am[m] bªn¯t h³(»)  
Isa 31,3b            w·=l¯(») »il  (subject from 3a  MºR-aym)  
Isa 31,3d            w·=l¯(») r³¥  (subject from 3c  s³s÷=him)  
Isa 37,19b          kª l¯(») »¬l¯*hªm him°a(h)  
Jer 2,11b            w·=him°a(h) l¯(») »¬l¯*hªm  
Jer 16,20b           w·=him°a(h) l¯(») »¬l¯*hªm  
Jer 23,23b           w·=l¯(») »¬l¯*h÷ mi[n]=ra¥uq  (subject from 23a  »anª)  
Jer 51,5a             kª l¯(») »alman Y¹R»L w·=YHWDH  mi[n]=»¬l¯*h-a(y)=w mi[n]=YHWH ½Õba»¯t  
Ezek 28,2h         w·=l¯(») »il  (subject from 2g »attã)  
Ezek 28,9d          w·=l¯(») »il b·=yad m·¥al[l¬]l÷=ka  (subject from 9c  »attã)  
Hos 8,6c             w·=l¯(») »¬l¯*hªm h³(»)  
Hos 11,9d           w·=l¯(») »ªµ  (subject from 9c  »an¯*kª)  
Am 5,18d            w·=l¯(») »¯r  (subject from 18c  h³(»))  
Am 5,20b             w·=l¯(») »¯r  (subject from 20c  y¯m YHWH)  
Am 7,14c             l¯(») nabª(») »an¯*kª  
Am 7,14d             w·=l¯(») bin nabª(») »an¯*kª  
Zech 13,5b           l¯(») nabª(») »an¯*kª  
Ps 5,5a                 kª l¯(») »il ¥api½ raµ« »attã  
Ps 22,7b               w·=l¯(») »ªµ  (subject from 7a  »an¯*kª)  
Job 36,4a             kª »umn-am l¯(») µaqr mill-ay=[y] 
Many of the references show CN. The contrasting element is found in the 
affiliated affirming clause, partially within an expanded sentence8 with an 
elliptic subject. Hos 11,9c-d provides an example: 
                                         
8 An expanded sentence (“Erweiterter Satz”) is according to Irsigler (1993:84-96) a cluster of 
two clauses, one of them lacking subject or predicate (to be inferred from the affiliated 
complete one). 
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(c)  kª »il »an¯*kª   (d)  w·=l¯(») »ªµ 
 
For clauses of this type CN is obvious9. Ex 4,10b serves as an example for 
NCN. A “but”-phrase as continuation would be experienced as disturbing. 
»ªµ dÕbarªm is certainly not to be contrasted. The intended proposition is 
not: “I do not belong to the X-class, but to the Y-class”. Only the non-
belonging to the X-class is intended to be expressed, nothing more.  »÷n 
occurs only exceptionally and in special cases as a negator in classifying 
nominal clauses, namely in elliptic complex sentences of exclusion and in 
the formation »÷n d÷.10 These clauses realize the NCN-type. 
 
Thus, for the classifying as well as the identifying nominal clause l¯(») is 
the regular negator regardless of CN/NCN. 
 
4. NOMINAL CLAUSE II: RELATION 
Nominal clauses with a prepositional phrase as predicate occur very 
frequently. They represent approximately one third of all the nominal 
clauses. A first sub-classification results from the opposition “determinate 
versus indeterminate” regarding the subject. 
5.1. Determinate Subject 
Gen 31,2b   (a ... pÕn÷ LBN) w·=hinni(h) »÷n-an=[h]u(w) «imm=¯   k·=t¬m¯l µilµ-u(w)m  
Gen 31,5c   (b ... pÕn÷ »Õbª=kin[n]) kª »÷n-an=[h]u(w) »il-ay=[y] k·=t¬m¯*l µilµ-um  
Gen 37,29b   w·=hinni(h) »÷n YWSP b·=[h]a=b¯[»]r  
Gen 44,26f   (fP w·=»a¥ª=n³ ha=qaðun) »÷n-an=[h]u(w) »itt-a=n³  
Gen 44,30b   (bP w·=ha=na«r) »÷n-an=[h]u(w) »itt-a=n³  
Gen 44,34b   (bP w·=ha=na«r) »÷n-an=[h]u(w) »itt=ª  
Ex 22,13d   bÕ«al-a(y)=w »÷n «imm=¯  
Num 14,42b   kª »÷n YHWH b·=qÕrb=kim  
Deut 1,42e   kª »÷n-an=nª b·=qÕrb=kim  
Deut 28,32d   w·=»÷n l·=»÷*l yad-i=ka  (subject: content 28,32a-c)  
Deut 29,14b   w·=»it[t] »Õµr »÷n-an=[h]u(w) p¯(h) «imm-a=n³ ha=y¯m  
Deut 31,17g   hÕ=l¯(») «al kª »÷n »¬l¯*h-ay=[y] b·=qÕrb=ª  
Jdg 13,9d    w·=MNW£ »ªµ-a=h »÷n «imm-a=h  
                                         
9 References with obvious or highly probable occurrence of CN are the following: Gen 42,34c; 
Deut 32,47a; 2Kgs 19,18b; Jes 22,2a.b; 31,3d; 37,19b; Jer 2,11b; 23,23b; Ezek 28,2h; 28,9d; 
Hos 8,6c; 11,9d; Am 5,20b; 7,14c.d; Zech 13,5b; Ps 5,5a. 
10 Complex sentences of exclusion are Gen 28,17d »÷n z± (e) kª »im b÷t »¬l¯*hªm; Jdg 7,14c 
»÷n z¯(»)t (d) biltª »im ¥arb GD«WN bin YW»´ »ªµ Y¹R»L; Neh 2,2d »÷n z± (e) kª »im ru«[«] 
lib[b]; the »÷n-clauses could also be analysed as unipolar. For the formation »÷n d÷ only the 
following double-reference is found: Jes 40,16a w·=LBNWN »÷n d÷ (aI) ba«[«]ir  (b) 
w·=¥ayyat=¯ »÷n d÷ «¯lã.  
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Jdg 16,15d   w·=libb=ka »÷n »itt=ª  
2Sam 3,22c   (cP w·=»BNR) »÷n-an=[h]u(w) «im[m] DWD b·=£BRWN  
Isa 34,12a   (aP ¥ur[r]÷=ha) w·=»÷n µam[m]  
Jer 5,13b    w·=ha=dibbir »÷n ba=him  
Jer 8,19b   ha=YHWH »÷n b·=ºYWN  
Jer 8,19c    »im malk-a=h »÷n b-a=h  
Jer 15,1c    »÷n napµ=ª »il ha=«am[m] ha=z±  
Jer 22,17a   kª »÷n «÷n÷=ka w·=libb=ka (b) kª »im «al bÕ½«-i=ka ...  
Jer 38,9d    kª »÷n ha=la¥m «¯d b·=[h]a=«ªr  
Jer 48,2a    »÷n «¯d tÕhillat MW»B  
Ps 6,6a    kª »÷n b·=[h]a=mawt zikr-i=ka  
Ps 38,11c    (cP w·=»¯r «÷n-ay=[y]) gam him »÷n »itt=ª  
Ps 73,5a    b·=«Õmal »Ün¯µ »÷n-i=m¯  
Job 6,13a    ha=»im »÷n «izrat=ª b=ª  
Job 28,14d   »÷n «immad=ª  (subject from 14b  hª(»))  
Job 41,25a   »÷n «al «apar muµl=¯  
Prov 5,17b   (16b b·=[h]a=rÜ¥¯*b¯t palÕg÷ maym) w·=»÷n l·=zãrªm »itt-a=k  
Prov 7,19a   kª »÷n ha=»ªµ b·=b÷t=¯  
Neh 5,5e    w·=»÷n l·=»÷*l yad-i=n³  (subject: content 5,5d)  
2Chr 25,7c   kª »÷n YHWH «im[m] Y¹R»L kul[l] bÕn÷ »PRYM  
For none of these clauses a correction-sentence is found, nor any hint of 
contrast. This type of nominal clause with »÷n  consistently has NCN. 
Let us now have a view on the clauses with l¯(»): 
Ex 1,19b            kª l¯(») k·=[h]a=naµªm ha=MºR-ª*y°¯*t ha=«BR-ª*y°¯*t  
Ex 16,8d             l¯(») «al-÷=n³ tÕl³*n°¯*t-÷=kim  
Deut 30,12a        l¯(») b·=[h]a=µamaym hª(w»)  
Deut 30,13a       w·=l¯(») mi[n]=«ibr l·=[h]a=yam[m] hª(w»)  
Deut 32,31a       kª l¯(») k·=½³r-i=n³ ½³r-a=m  
2Sam 21,2c         l¯(») mib=bÕn÷ Y¹R»L him°a(h)  
1Kgs 19,11g       l¯(») b·=[h]a=r³¥ YHWH  
1Kgs 19,11i        l¯(») b·=[h]a=ra«µ YHWH  
1Kgs 19,12b      l¯(») b·=[h]a=»iµ YHWH  
Isa 30,5b         l¯(») l·=«izr  (subject from 5a «am[m])  
Isa 30,5c          w·=l¯(») (cI) l·=h¯«ªl  (subject from 5a «am[m])  
Jer 5,10e             kª l¯(w») l·=YHWH him°a(h)  
Jer 10,16a       l¯(») k·=»il°± ¥ilq Y«QB  
Jer 10,23b          kª l¯(») l·=[h]a=»adam dark=¯ l¯(») l·=»ªµ h¯*lik   (bI) w·=hakªn »at ½a«d=¯  
Jer 51,19a         l¯(») k·=»il°± ¥ilq Y«QWB  
Hab 1,6bIR       (bI la=raµt miµkan¯t) l¯(») l=¯  
Zech 8,11a       w·=«¬tt-a(h) l¯(») k·=[h]a=yamªm ha=rª(»)µ¯*nªm »Õnª  l·=µ(»)÷rªt ha=«am[m] ha=z±  
Job 15,9d         w·=l¯(») «imm-a=n³ h³(»)  
Job 21,16a       hin[n] l¯(») b·=yad-a=m ð³b-a=m  
Job 28,14b       l¯(») b=ª hª(»)  
Prov 26,17aR    (a ma¥zªq b·=»uzn÷ kalb «¯*bir mit«abbir «al rªb) l¯(») l=¯  
Koh 9,11c         kª l¯(») l·=[h]a=qallªm ha=mir¯½  
Koh 9,11d         w·=l¯(») l·=[h]a=gibb¯rªm ha=mil¥amã  
Est 4,16h        »Õµr l¯(») k·=[h]a=dãt  (subject: content 16g)  
Esr 10,13d       w·=ha=mÕlã(»)kã l¯(») l·=y¯m »Õ¥°ad  
Esr 10,13e       w·=l¯(») l·=µ¬naym  (subject from: 13d ha=mÕlã(»)kã)  
1Chr 21,17g     w·=b·=«amm=ka l¯(») l·=maggipã  (subject from 17f)  
1Chr 29,1d       kª l¯(») l·=»adam ha=bªrã  
2Chr 20,15f      kª l¯(») la=kim ha=mil¥amã 
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l¯(») occurs immediately before the predicate, i.e. before the preposition. 
In contrast to the clauses with »÷n we find no references with negator 
immediately before the subject. This position-boundness indicates that the 
following preposition phrase (or a part of it) is the focus of the negation. 
Correction-sentences verify that: 
Ex 16,8d          l¯(») «al-÷=n³ tÕl³*n°¯*t-÷=kim         (e) kª «al YHWH  
2Sam 21,2c      l¯(») mib=bÕn÷ Y¹R»L him°a(h)        (d) kª »im miy=yatr ha=»MR-ª  
2Chr 20,15f     kª l¯(») la=kim ha=mil¥amã                (g) kª l·=»¬l¯*hªm  
The contrastive character can be proved in many other cases11. However, 
Job 28:14 and some other passages12 provide difficulty: 
14a  t¬h¯m »amar     14b l¯(») b=ª hª(»)  
14c w·=yam[m] »amar   14d »÷n «immad=ª 
l¯(») seems to be employed here instead of  »÷n only for stilistic reasons 
(variation).13 Notwithstanding these NCN-examples with l¯(») we can 
resume for nominal clause II with determinate subject that the regular 
negator for NCN is »÷n, and for CN l¯(»). 
 
5.2. Indeterminate Subject 
The »÷n negated clauses of this type cannot be displayed here in a 
complete list due to limited space. The following table gives one example 
of each semantic subclass and notes the number of  relative references14: 
                                         
11 Cf. Deut 30,14a with Deut 30,12a.13a. Further: Deut 32,32a-33b with 31a; Jer 
5,11a with 10e (//51,19a); Jer 10,16b-c with 16a; Zech 8,12a-e with11a; Koh 9,11h 
with 11c-d. 
12 Jer 10,23b does not contrast explicitly with a specific sentence, but the addressee 
implicitly completes the proposition “Not man [is disponing] his way” with 
something like “but you Lord alone!”. It is difficult to assume a contrastive meaning 
in Hab 1,6bIR and Prov 26,17aR, as well for Est 4,16. Job 15,9d and 21,16a can 
hardly be understood contrastively. 
 
13 König III,§352n cites this passage: The change between l¯(») and »÷n shows that 
l¯(») can occur also in NS without the constituent following l¯(»)  necessarily bearing 
"die Wucht des Accentes". Joüon §160c emphasizes the stilistic motive of avoiding  
double »÷n. 
14
 As sentence concordance the lists are displayed in Rechenmacher 
(1997:40f.46f.51.52.54). In detail the references are: [ascribing]: Gen 11,30b; 47,4c; 
Ex 22,1d; Lev 11,10aPR1; 22,13b; 25,31aR; Num 5,8a; 27,4b.8c.9a.10a.11a.17aR; 
35,27c; Deut 12,12b; 14,10aR.27b.29b; 19,6f; 22,26b; 25,5c; Josh 18,7a; 22,25b.27c; 
Jdg 6,5c; 7,12b; 11,34d; 18,7g.28c; 1Sam 1,2e; 14,6e; 18,25c; 2Sam 12,3a; 
18,18d.22g; 19,7b; 20,1e; 21,4b.4c; 1Kgs 22,17bR; 2Kgs 4,2f.14d; Jes 1,30bR; 
2,7b.7d; 8,20aR; 9,6b; 27,4a; 40,28g; 45,9e; 48,22a; 50,10d; 55,1c; 57,21a; Jer 
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[ascribing]  Gen 11,30b   »÷n l-a=h walad                                                              117  
[localising]      Gen 37,24d     »÷n b=¯ maym                                                          96  
[associating]    Gen 31,50c     »÷n »ªµ «imm-a=n³                                                      12  
[comparing]     Ex 8,6f            kª »÷n k·=YHWH »¬l¯*h÷=n³                                    16 
[excluding]      Deut 4,35c      (b h³(») ha=»¬l¯*hªm) »÷n «¯d mi[l]=l·=badd=¯       23   
 
The manifold problems of classification behind the construction of this 
table and its figures will not be discussed here15. 
An important observation concerns the ellipse of the subject. In this 
regard the examples given in the table above are characteristic in as far as 
the subject is expressed with [ascribing], [localizing] and [associating], in 
contrast to  [comparing] and [excluding], where it is lacking.  
Two kinds of  
                                                                                                                     
8,17aR; 12,12c 14,19d; 26,16b; 30,13b; 39,10aR; 46,11d.23d; 49,1c.1d; Ezek38,11e; 
42,6b; Hos 8,7cR; 10,3b; Joel 1,18c; Am 3,4b.5b; Nah 2,10c; 3,3f.19a; Zech 8,10c; 
Mal 1,10d; Ps 3,3b; 34,10b; 55,20d; 73,4a; 119,165b; 145,3c; 146,3aR; 147,5c; Job 
20,21a; 22,5b; 26,6b; 31,19b; Prov 6,7; 25,28aR; 30,27a; Hl 8,8b; Koh 1,11a; 2,16a; 
4,1d.1f.8c.8d.16a; 9,5d.6b; 10,11b; 12,1d; Lam 1,2c.9d.17b.21c; Est 2,7c; Neh 
2,14b.20f; 1Chr 4,27b; 22,14b.16a; 2Chr 12,3a; 15,5a; 18,16bR; 35,3c; [localizing]: 
Gen 19,31c; 20,11c; 37,24d; 39,11c; 47,13a; Ex 12,30cR; 14,11b; Lev 
13,21b.26b.31c; Num 5,13e; 19,2cR1.15aPR; Deut 32,28b; Jdg 14,3b.6c; 17,6a; 
18,1a.10cR; 19,1b; 21,9b.25a; 1Sam 17,50d; 21,5c.10e; 24,12f; 30,4c; 1Kgs 3,18d; 
5,20f; 8,9a; 22,1b.7b.48a; 2Kgs 1,3e.6h.16d; 3,11b; 5,15f; 7,5c.10e; Jes 1,6a; 3,7c.7d; 
43,12d; 50,2f; 59,8b; Jer 8,13c.22a.22b.28bR; 38,6d; 48,38c; 49,7c; Ezek37,8e; Hos 
4,1c.1d.1e; 8,8bR; Ob 1,7e; Mich 4,9b; Hab 2,19g; 3,17b.17f; Hag 2,17b; Zech 
9,11aR; Ps 5,10a; 32,2aR2; 36,2b; 38,4a.4b.8b.15aR2; 135,17c; 139,4a; 144,14d; Job 
18,19c; 21,33c; 24,7b; 32,5b; Prov 21,30a.30b.30c; Hl 4,7b; Koh 1,9g; 2,11d.24a; 
3,12b; 5,3c.13c; 8,8b.8c; 9,10b; Dan 1,4vR1; 2Chr 5,10a; 18,6b; 20,12b; 
[associating]: Gen 31,50c; Deut 32,12b.39c; 1Sam 21,2e; Jes 63,3b; Jer 10,5g; Job 
12,3c; Neh 2,12d; 2Chr 14,5c.10c; 19,7d; 20,6e; [comparing]: Ex 8,6f; 9,14c; Deut 
33,26; 1Sam 2,2c; 10,24d; 21,10g; 2Sam 7,22b; 1Kgs 8,23b; Jer 10,6a.7c; Ps 
86,8a.8b; Job 1,8c; 2,3c; 1Chr 17,20a; 2Chr 6,14b; [excluding]: Deut 4,35c.39d; 
1Sam 2,2b; 2Sam 7,22c; 1Kgs 8,60b; 2Kgs 4,6e; Jes 23,10b; 43,11b; 44,6d.8g; 
45,5b.5c.6d.14i.18j.21g.22d; 46,9c; Joel 2,27d; Ps 74,9b; 104,35b; Rut 4,4i; 1Chr 
17,20b. 
 
15 For instance the question, if a sentence like Gen 37,24d is at all to be analyzed as 
bipolar and not as unipolar. For such questions cf. Rechenmacher (1997) 43f. 
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ellipse must be distinguished: in Deut 4,35c the subject of 35b (»¬l¯*hªm) 
is operating for b and c, i.e. the ellipse is contextually solvable. This is not 
so in Ex 8,6f. No contextual unit can solve the ellipse here. For this kind 
of ellipse I use Richter’s (1980, 23) term Nullwert. Out of the 16 
references for [comparing] only three show expressed subject, out of the 
23 references for [excluding] only ten. With [ascribing], [localizing] and 
[associating], subject-Nullwerte are rare exceptions16. 
All the references allow the following judgement regarding the type of 
negation to be made: neither correction-sentences nor other contextual 
indicators are pointing to CN. We can therefore resume that for this type 
»÷n functions as regular negator for NCN. 
Now we look at the corresponding references with l¯(»), firstly those 
where the negation immediate preceeds the predicate: 
Ps 74,9c             (b »÷n «¯d nabª(»)) w·= l¯(») »itt-a=n³ y¯*di«  
Prov 27,24a        kª l¯(») l·=«¯lam ¥usn  
Koh 9,11e          w·=gam l¯(») l·=[h]a=¥Õkamªm la¥m  
Koh 9,11f          w·=gam l¯(») l·=[h]a=nÕb¯*nªm «uµr  
Koh 9,11g        w·=gam l¯(») l·=[h]a=y¯*d¬«ªm ¥in[n]  
2Chr 30,26b    kª mi[y]=yÕm÷ ´LMH bin DWYD malk Y¹R»L  l¯(») ka=z¯(»)t b·=YRW´LM  
It is remarkable that, besides the small number of overall references, 
[comparing] and [excluding] are completely absent. Nullwert for the 
subject we find only in 2Chr 30,26  (special case of formation with 
comparative adnominal), but this passage is text-critically problematic17.  
Again, Ps 74,9b.c can be seen as stilistic motivated variation (»÷n changes 
with  l¯(»)). In Koh 9,11e-g (cf. 11h) we clearly have CN, and in Prov 
27,24a CN is at least probable18. l¯(») preceeds the subject in the following 
instances: 
Num 23,23a  kª l¯(») na¥µ b·=Y«QB   
Num 23,23b    w·=l¯(») qasm b·=Y¹R»L   
Deut 32,20fR    l¯(») »im³*n b-a=m   
2Sam 20,1f     w·=l¯(») n¬¥lã la=n³ b·=bin Y´Y   
1Kgs 12,16e    w·=l¯(») n¬¥lã b·=bin Y´Y   
1Kgs 22,17d   l¯(») »Õd¯*nªm la=»il°±   
Isa 53,2c     l¯(») tu»r l=¯   
Isa 53,2d    w·=l¯(») hadar  (predicate from 2c)  
Isa 53,2f    w·=l¯(») mar»±   (predicate from 2c)  
                                         
16 Nullwert in only 6 of 225 references: Ex 22,2d; Dan 9,26b; 2Chr 5,10a; Job 12,3c; 
2Chr 14,10c; 20,6c. 
17 Both the translations and some manuscripts insinuate l¯(») hayÕtã as the correct 
reading, cf. BHS. 
18 A hypothetical phrase with the content “but only for a limited time” can be added 
meaningfully. 
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Isa 53,9d    w·=l¯(») mirmã b·=pª=w   
Jer 2,19f     w·=l¯(») pa¥dat=ª »il-ay=k   
Jer 10,14d  w·=l¯(») r³¥ b-a=m   
Jer 49,31c    l¯(») dÕlataym w·=l¯(») b·rª¥ l=¯   
Jer 51,17d    w·=l¯(») r³¥ b-a=m   
Am 5,20d    w·=l¯(») nugh l=¯   
Ps 22,3d   w·=l¯(») du(w)m(i)y°ã l=ª  
Ps 139,16d    w·=l¯(») »Õ¥°ad ba=him (Qere: w·=l=¯)   
Job 9,32a    kª l¯(») »ªµ ka-m¯*=nª (aR) »i«n-an=[h]u(w)  
Job 18,17b  w·=l¯(») µim l=¯ «al pÕn÷ ¥³½   
Job 18,19a  l¯(») nªn l=¯   
Job 18,19b  w·=l¯(») nakd b·=«amm=¯   
Job 21,9b    w·=l¯(») µibð »¬l¯h «Õl-÷=him   
Job 29,12b  w·=l¯(») «¯*zir l=¯   
Job 30,13c     l¯(») «¯*zir la=m¯   
Job 33,9d    w·=l¯(») «aw¯*n l=ª   
Job 36,26c   (cP mispar µan-a(y)=w) w·=l¯(») ¥iqr  
Job 38,26vIR1  l¯(») »ªµ  (predicate from IR2)   
Job 38,26vIR2 l¯(») »adam b=¯   
Prov 30,2b    w·=l¯(») bªnat »adam l=ª   
2Chr 10,16d  w·=l¯(») n¬¥lã b·=bin Y´Y   
2Chr 18,16d    l¯(») »Õd¯*nªm la=»il°±   
 
Evidence for CN can not be found in any of the above listed cases19. Not 
only that correction-sentences are lacking, a hypothetical “but”-phrase is 
throughout experienced as disturbing. For instance, in 2Sam 20,1f “and 
(we have) no portion in the son of Jesse” we cannot presume n¬¥lã as 
being the focus of negation (??“but we have XY in him”). The traditional 
grammars, noting “emphasis” in these cases, are in this regard on the right 
track20. 
Remarkable is the first position21 of the formation l¯(») + substantive, 
which cannot be found among the corresponding references with »÷n. The 
accent lies not on the nominal phrase following l¯(»), but on the entire 
formation22. In other words, the negation type involved is NCN. 
                                         
19 This is even true for the clauses in Isa 53,2, which in some sense contrast to 53,3, 
yet not with regard to the negated constituent, but with regard to the entire 
proposition. Thus, l¯(») tu»r l=¯  as expression for unsightliness is corresponding 
with »ªµ mak»¯*b¯t as expression for painfulness. Similarly, Am 5,20d, where the 
advancing 20a.b seems to insinuate a contrast, cannot be interpreted as contrastive, 
because 20c w·=»apil (subject 20a:  y¯m YHWH) is contrasting only as proposition 
and not as constituent with the following 20d. 
20 The term is problematic for several reasons, cf. Van der Merwe (1990) 46f. I use 
the term here to avoid confusion with focus of negation. 
21 Save, of course, for the conjunctions w·= and kª. 
22 Form and function of these sentences remind of the wellknown feature of “general 
negation” within Arabic syntax, expressed by lã + substantive, where                        
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Whether l¯(») is chosen as negator only for reasons of emphasis is difficult 
to say. Stilistic motives also could play a part, for example: 
2Sam 20,1e   »÷n la=n³ ¥ilq b·=DWD                                  1f w·=l¯(») n¬¥lã la=n³ b·=bin Y´Y  
Job 18,19a    l¯(») nªn l=¯ (b) w·=l¯(») nakd b·=«amm=¯     19c w·=»÷n ¼arªd b·=mÕg³r-a(y)=w  
In both cases we have variation between »÷n and l¯(»). Furthermore, the 
phonetic sequence <lō-X-lō> seems to motivate the choice of the 
negator23.  
We resume for nominal clause II that »÷n is the regular negator for 
NCN. The occurrences of l¯(») can be explained only partially with CN. 
Emphasis and stilistic reasons seem also to play a part. For the distribution 
of »÷n versus l¯(») the lack of l¯(»)-references with Nullwert for the 
subject, especially for [comparing] and [excluding], is characteristic. The 
opposition »÷n as non-existence particle (derived from substantive) versus 
l¯(») as primary particle of negation forms the background for this 
phenomenon. 
6. NOMINAL CLAUSE III: QUALIFICATION 
 
For this type with adjective as predicate we also subclassify according to 
the degree of determination of the subject. 
6.1. Determinate Subject 
Gen 7,8aR1    (8a: ... min ha=bÕhimã) »Õµr »÷n-an=[h]a(h) ðÕhurã  
                                                                                                                     
the substantive stands in the accusative, singular (without article and nunation): lã 
µã«ira mi¿lu=hu  “No poet is like him”; lã darra darru=k  “No reward be your reward” 
(examples from Fischer §367; Reckendorf §125). However, it should be kept in mind 
that in Hebrew there are examples with dual/plural-substantive after l¯(»), though 
rare: 1Kgs 22,17d par. 2Chr 18,6d; Jer 49,31c. Therefore, the features of Arabic 
general negation and the above-discussed Hebrew formation cannot be equated. It is 
to be noted that also in nominal clause II with »÷n, dual/plural-substantives serve as 
subject (against Hartmann (1961) 229 Anm. 2: “Im AT gibt es keine Beispiele für 
Plural”): [ascribing]: Ex 22,1d; Num 27,10a; 1Sam 1,2e; 2Sam 19,7b; Jes 45,9e; 
49,1c; Ezek 42,6b; Ps 55,20d; 73,4a; Hl 8,8b; 1Chr 4,27b [localizing]: Ex 14,11b; Jer 
8,13c. 
23 Variation »÷n / l¯(»): 2Sam 20,1f; 1Kgs 22,17d; Job 18,19a-b; 2Chr 18,16d; 
phonetic sequence <lō-X-lō>: Jes 53,2c; Jer 49,31c; Am 5,20d; Job 18,17b; 18,19a; 
29,12b. For Isa 53,2c it is striking that also the preceding verbal clause 9c shows 
“irregular” negation: in «al l¯(») ¥amas «a¼ã the position of the negation can neither be 
explained with the close relation between l¯(») and ¥amas (“for he has non-violence 
done”) nor with CN. 
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Gen 30,33cPR  (33cP: kul[l]) »Õµr »÷n-an=[h]u(w) naqud 
                                        w·=ðal³(») b·=[h]a=«izzªm w·=¥³m  b·=[h]a=kÕ¼abªm  
Gen 39,9a   »÷n-an=[h]u(w) gadu(w)l b·=[h]a=bayt ha=z± mim-min°=ª  
Lev 13,4b   w·=«amuq »÷n mar»-i=ha min ha=«¯r  
Lev 13,21c  w·=µÕpalã »÷n-an=[h]a(h) min ha=«¯r  
Lev 13,26c  w·=µÕpalã »÷n-an=[h]a(h) min ha=«¯r  
Lev 13,31b  w·=hinni(h) »÷n mar»-i=hu(w) «amuq min ha=«¯r  
Lev 13,32d  w·=mar»÷(h) ha=natq «amuq min ha=«¯r  
Lev 13,34c   w·=mar»-i=hu(w) »÷n-an=[h]u(w) «amuq min ha=«¯r  
1Kgs 21,15g   kª »÷n NBWT ¥ay[y]  
2Kgs 17,34b  »÷n-a=m yÕri»ªm »at YHWH 
Mal 1,8b    (8a: w·=kª taggª*µ³-n «iwwir (8aI) l·=zbu¥) »÷n ra«[«]  
Mal 1,8d   (8c: w·=kª taggªµ³ pissi¥ w·=¥¯*l±) ra«[«]  
Koh 1,7b    (7bP: w·=ha=yam[m]) »÷n-an=[h]u(w) mal÷(»)  
Koh 6,2b    w·=»÷n-an=[h]u(w) ¥asir l·=napµ=¯ mik=kul[l]  
Koh 8,13bR  (13a: ... l·=[h]a=raµa«) »Õµr »÷n-an=[h]u(w) yar÷(»)   mil=l·=pan÷ »¬l¯*hªm  
 
All above listed instances are NCN. In Gen 7,8aRI the relative clause is 
substituting a determinate, negative adjective24. Both Mal references have 
the preceding clauses as subject. The references 1Kgs 21,15g; 2Kgs 
17,34b; Koh 1,7b; 6,2b; 8,13bR have as predicates what W. Richter calls 
Verbaladjektiv. This type of adjective is built from verba essendi 
(traditional: intransitive verbs but not those of location or motion), verbs 
of affect, verbs of lack or fullness a.o. Functionally, the Verbaladjektiv 
therefore tends towards the participle. The respective clauses can 
subsequently be understood similarly to nominal clause IV, i.e. as 
nominalizing.25 
The survey has shown that »÷n  as negator occurs frequently in nominal 
clause III with determinate subject. However, the references are at least 
partially functionally not pertinent (nominalization instead of 
qualification) or structurally special (substitute for ha + negation + 
adjective; clause as subject). 
The l¯(»)-references are as follows: 
 
Gen 7,2bR  »Õµr l¯(») ðÕhurã hª(w»)  
Gen 15,16b   kª l¯(») µalim «Õw¯*n ha=»MR-ª «ad hinn-a-h  
Ex 18,17b   l¯(») ð¯b ha=dabar  
Deut 22,2a   w·=»im l¯(») qaru(w)b »a¥ª=ka »il-÷=ka  
                                         
24 In Hebrew a phrase like “the unclean beast” cannot be composed. There are no 
formations of the kind: ha + negation + adjective, i.e. the opposition in Gen 7,8a  min 
ha=bÕhimã ha=ðÕhu(w)rã w·=min ha=bÕhimã (aR1) »Õµr »÷n-an=[h]a(h) ðÕhurã can be 
understood as “substitute” for min ha=bÕhimã ha=ðÕhu(w)rã w·=min ha=bÕhimã ha + 
Negation + ðÕhurã, that cannot be composed in Hebrew. 
 
25 For the part of speech “Verbaladjektiv” cf. Richter (1978:174). 
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Deut 30,11a   l¯(») nipl÷(»)t hª(w») mim-m[¬k]=ka  
Deut 30,11b   w·=l¯(») rÕ¥uqã hª(w»)  
1Sam 2,24b    kª l¯(w») ð¯bã ha=µÕm³*«ã  
1Sam 20,26e  (26d  biltª ðahu(w)r h³(»))   kª l¯(») ðahu(w)r  
1Sam 29,6g  w·=b·=«÷n÷ ha=sÕranªm l¯(») ð¯b »attã  
1Kgs 7,31e   (31d w·=misg·r¯*t-÷=him m·rubba«¯t) l¯(») «Õgul°¯t 
1Kgs 19,4h  kª l¯(») ð¯b »an¯*kª mi[n]=»Õb¯*t-ay=[y]  
Isa 65,2bR  (2b ha=h¯*l¬kªm ha=dark) l¯(») ð¯b  
Jer 4,22d    (c banªm sÕkalªm him°a(h)) w·=l¯(») nÕb¯nªm him°a(h)  
Ezek 4,14b   hinni(h) napµ=ª l¯(») m·ðumma»ã  
Ezek 18,18c  w·=»Õµr l¯(») ð¯b  (18d «a¼ã b·=t¯k «amm-a(y)=w) 
Ps 78,37a   w·=libb-a=m l¯(») nak¯n «imm=¯  
Neh 5,9b    l¯(») ð¯b ha=dabar  
 
Only for a very small part of the references we can assume CN. There is 
no case of correction-sentence.26 Thus we cannot explain the use of  l¯(») 
as contingent on CN. Another possible explanation would be: l¯(») + 
adjective is such a close morphosyntactical unit that l¯(») is part of the 
predicate. From adjective phrases like bin l¯(») ¥akam (Hos 13,13b)27 we 
indeed see that l¯(») + adjective sometimes operates as a 
morphosyntactical unit. On the other hand we have already found that this 
unit does not have the quality of lexical structures such as the English 
adjective “unclean” (cf. footnote 25). The article cannot be added (there is 
no ha + negation + adjective).28  
After all, especially considering that l¯(») was found to be also the 
regular negation independent of the question CN/NCN in nominal clause 
I, we can assume the same for nominal clause III with determinate subject. 
6.2. Indeterminate Subject 
First the list with »÷n-references: 
Gen 41,39b   »÷n nab¯n w·=¥akam ka-m¯=ka  
1Sam 2,2a     »÷n qadu(w)µ k·=YHWH  
1Sam 9,2e   w·=»÷n »ªµ mib=bÕn÷ Y¹R»L ð¯b mim-min=[h]u(w)  
1Kgs 15,22b   »÷n naqª  
Isa 5,27a     »÷n «ayip  (predicate from 27b: b=¯)  
                                         
26 A contrast is constituted by m·rubba«¯t  in 1Kgs 7,31d to 31e,  further by  banªm sÕkalªm in 
Jer 4,22c to 22d. In a broader sense (no contact position!) Deut 30,14a kª qaru(w)b »il-÷=ka 
ha=dabar m(»)¯d constitutes a contrast to 11a.b. Whether there is a contrast between Gen 7,2a 
and 2bR as Joüon §160b claims, is doubted. He states that Gen 7,2bR shows a certain 
emphasis in relation to 7,8aR1. 8aR1 (»÷n-negated) would only list, however, in 7,2bR (l¯(»)-
negated) there would be a contrast, namely by the instruction to take seven versus two pairs. 
27 Cf. also dark l¯(») ð¯b (Ps 36,5b); g¯y l¯(») ¥asªd (Ps 43,1b); dark l¯(») ð¯b (Prov 16,29b); 
«am[m] l¯(») «az[z] (Prov 30,25a); «am[m] l¯(») «a½³m (Prov 30,26a). Further cf. formations 
like (kul[l] l¯(») ðahu(w)r) in 2Chr 30,17c. 
28 Note also that lexematic units like “unclean” can be negated again, cf. “The place is not 
unclean” versus ?? “The place is not not clean”. 
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Prov 8,8b    »÷n ba=him niptal w·=«iqqiµ  
Hl 4,2b    w·=µakk³*lã »÷n ba=him  
Hl 6,6b    w·=µakk³*lã »÷n ba=him  
Koh 1,9g    w·=»÷n kul[l] ¥adaµ ta¥t ha=µamµ  
Koh 2,24a    »÷n ð¯b b·=[h]a=»adam (b) µa=y¯(»)k¬l ...  
Koh 3,12b   kª »÷n ð¯b b-a=m (c) kª »im (cI1) l·=¼mu(w)¥ ... 
Koh 7,20a   kª (aP) »adam (a) »÷n ½addªq b·=[h]a=»ar½  
Koh 8,8a    »÷n »adam µallªð b·=[h]a=r³¥ (aI) l·=kl¯(w») »at ha=r³¥  
 
The analysis of the clauses (except 1Sam 9,2e) proceeds analogue to the 
elliptic clauses with »÷n + participle (cf. later). The subject has Nullwert. 
These elliptic clauses can be replaced equivalently by clauses with an 
indefinite pronoun, for instance »÷n naqª  with »÷n »ªµ naqª. Koh 1,9g can 
function as an example for a complete sentence with an indefinite 
pronoun: »÷n kul[l] ¥adaµ  could be replaced with »÷n ¥adaµ. 
An indefinite pronoun as subject can be found in 1Sam 9,2e and Koh 
1,9g. Although »adam in Koh 7,20a and 8,8a is not an indefinite pronoun, 
it nevertheless serves a similiar function. Only in the book of  Proverbs29, 
we have references for nominal clause III with l¯(») and indeterminate 
subject. All are formed according to the following pattern: indeterminate 
nominal phrase + l¯(») + ð¯b. 
Prov 17,7a   l¯(») nã(»)wã l·=nabal ¼Õpat yatr  
Prov 19,2a  gam b·=l¯(») d¬«t napµ l¯(») ð¯b  
Prov 20,23b  w·=m¯(»)z·n÷ mirmã l¯(») ð¯b 
Prov 25,27a   »ak¯*l d¬bµ harb¯t l¯(») ð¯b 
Prov 28,21a   hakkir panªm l¯(») ð¯b 
We find indications of CN neither for the clauses with »÷n, nor for those 
with l¯(»). Nevertheless the semantic difference is obvious: only the l¯(») 
negated clauses have a qualifying function, while those with »÷n have as 
primary intention to express non-existence. Syntactically this is reflected 
by the fact that »÷n-negated clauses have indefinite pronouns as subjects, 
respectively Nullwert. 
7. NOMINAL CLAUSE IV: NOMINALIZATION 
Nominal clause IV with a participle functioning as predicate plays a 
unique role among the nominal clauses. From a morphological point of 
view the nominal clause IV differs from the nominal clause III only as far 
                                         
29 Job 41,2a should at least be mentioned: Job 41,2a l¯(») »akzar (b) kª yÕ«³r-
an=[h]u(w) (c) w·=mª h³(») (cR)  l·=pan-ay=[y] yitya½½ab. If 2a is to be understood 
“Nobody is (so) cruel, that he arouses him…” then it would indeed violate the rule 
that clauses with Nullwert, respectively indefinite pronouns as subject, are exclusively 
negated by »÷n. 
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as the opposition adjective versus participle is concerned. Regarding the 
position of the constituents and the negation, nominal clause III and 
nominal clause IV are formed identically. In cases where the part of 
speech is doubtful (for instance passive participle > adjective) the 
transitions are fluid. 
However, the function of nominal clause IV tends to that of the verbal 
clause: it partakes in the syntactic-semantic functions of the verb base30 
and can therefore be spoken of as a nominalized VS. 
7.1. Determinate Subject 
Gen 20,7e  w·=»im »÷n=ka miµªb  
Gen 39,23a  »÷n ¼ar[r] b÷t ha=suhr r¯*»± »at kul[l] m(Õ»)³-mah b·=yad=¯  
Gen 43,5a  w·=»im »÷n=ka m·µalli¥  
Ex 3,2d   (dP w·=ha=sÕn±)  »÷n-an=[h]u(w) »uk°al  
Ex 5,10d   »÷n-an=nª n¯*tin la=kim tabn            etc.    
Altogether 66 references with »÷n must be recorded here.31 Noteworthy is 
the nearly exclusive sequence of subject – predicate (with the exception of 
Koh 8,11a; 9,1c), as well as the high number (52) of pronominal subject 
affixed to »÷n respectively »÷n-an.32  
l¯(»)-negated clauses of this type are relatively rare. This is even more 
surprising, as one should expect that l¯(») as classical verb clause negator 
plays a special part in the field of nominal clause IV.  
Num 35,23d    w·=h³(») l¯(») »¯yib l=¯  
Num 35,23e   w·=l¯(») m·baqqiµ ra«[«]at=¯  
Deut 4,42a   w·=h³(») l¯(») ¼¯*n÷(») l=¯ mit=t¬m¯l µilµ-u(w)m  
Deut 19,4d  w·=h³(») l¯(») ¼¯*n÷(») l=¯ mit=t¬m¯*l µilµ-um  
Deut 19,6g  kª l¯(») ¼¯*n÷(») h³(») l=¯ mit=t¬m¯l µilµ-u(w)m  
Jos 20,5d    w·=l¯(») ¼¯*n÷(») h³(») l=¯ mit=t¬m¯l µilµ-u(w)m  
2Sam 3,34a  yad-i=ka l¯(») »Õs³*r¯t  
Isa 33,1b    w·=»attã l¯(») µad³d  
                                         
30 Richter (1980) 86. 
31 Gen 20,7e; 39,23a; 43,5a; Ex 3,2d; 5,10d; 8,17a; 33,15b; Lev 11,4c.26b.26c;  
14,21b; Deut 1,32; 4,12c.22b; 21,18b.20d; Jdg 3,25b; 12,3b;  1Sam 11,7dPe; 19,11c; 
2Sam 19,8e; 1Kgs 21,5d; 12,8c; 17,26e.34c; Jes 1,15c; 7,16d.17a; Jer 11,14c; 
14,12b.12d; 32,33c; 37,14c; 38,4d; 44,16a; Ezek3,7b; 8,12e; 9,9g; 20,39d; 33,32c; 
Mal 2,2g.9b; Ps 33,16a; Koh 4,17d; 5,11c; 8,7a.11a.16c; 9,1c.2d.5c; 16d; 11,5a.6c; 
Est 2,20a; 3,5b.8d.8e; 5,13a; 7,4d; Esr 3,13a; Neh 2,2c; 4,17aP.17a; 13,24b; 2Chr 
18,7d. 
32 Only Neh 4,17a has an independent personal pronoun. The formation »÷n + 
independent personal pronoun obviously belongs to a later level of language. We can 
find it in Mishnaic and Qumranic literature; cf. Segal 138 and Carmignac (1974b) 
410f. The latter cites two passages from the Damaskus Scroll: V,6-7 (17) »yn hm 
mbdyl und XIII,3 »yn hw» b¥wn. 
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Ezek 22,24bR1 l¯(») m·ðuh[h]arã hª(»)  
Zef 3,5d     (c b·=[h]a=buqr b·=[h]a=buqr miµpað=¯ yittin) l·=[h]a=»¯r l¯(») ni«dar  
Zech 14,18b   (a w·=»im miµpa¥t MºR-aym l¯(») t¬«l±) w·=l¯(») bã»ã  
Ps 38,15a    wa=»¬hy k·=»ªµ (aR1) »Õµr l¯(») µ¯*mi« (aR2) w·=»÷n b·=pª=w t¯ka¥¯t  
Job 12,3b   l¯(») n¯*pil »an¯*kª mik=kim  
Job 13,2b    l¯(») n¯*pil »an¯*kª mik=kim  
Job 36,16bR  (a w·=»a[p]p h¬sªt=ka mip=pª ½ar[r] (b) ra¥b) l¯(») m³½aq ta¥t÷=ha  
 
The pronominal subject is predominating also in these clauses. The 
(independent) pronoun stands in front of or after the predicate. A 
contextually solvable ellipse of the subject is found in Num 35,23e 
(pronoun 23d), Zef 3,5d (miµpað=¯ 5c), Zech 14,18b (miµpa¥t MºR-aym 
18a), Job 36,16bR (pronoun 16a).  
All the references represent NCN. l¯(») is regularly positioned in front 
of the predicative participle. The semantic quality of the used participles is 
noteworthy: passive participles and participles of verbs of affect, which 
both tend towards the adjective, form the majority of the references.  
7.2. Indeterminate Subject 
The following list shows only those references with expressed subject. 
Those with Nullwert for the subject are far more.33 
 
Ex 5,11d   kª »÷n nigra« mi[n]=«¬b¯*dat=kim dabar  
Ex 5,16a   tabn »÷n nittan l·=«Õbad÷=ka  
Jdg 19,15d w·=»÷n »ªµ m·»assip »¯t-a=m ha=bayt-a-h (dI) la=l³n  
Jdg 19,18f w·=»÷n »ªµ m·»assip »¯t=ª ha=bayt-a-h  
1Sam 3,1c  »÷n ¥az¯n nipra½  
1Kgs 6,18c  »÷n »abn nir»ã  
Isa 57,1b   w·=»÷n »ªµ ¼ãm «al lib[b]  
Jer 4,29e  w·=»÷n y¯µib ba=hin[n] »ªµ  
Jer 8,6d    »÷n »ªµ ni[¥]¥am «al ra«[«]at=¯ (dI) l÷=(»)mur  
Jer 12,11c  kª »÷n »ªµ ¼ãm «al lib[b]  
 
                                         
33 Altogether 125, namely Gen 40,8c; 41,8f.15c.24c; Ex 22,9e; Lev 26,6c.17e.36e; 
Deut 22,27c; 28,26b.29e.31f.68d; 32,39h; Josh 6,1c.1d; Jdg 18,7d.28a; 19,28d; 1Sam 
11,3d; 14,26c.39d; 22,8b.8c; 26,12c.12d.12e; 2Sam 14,6c; 15,3e; 22,42b; 1Kgs 
18,26f.29d; 2Kgs 9,10b; 14,26d; Jes 1,31d; 5,27b.29f; 13,14b; 14,31e; 17,2c; 
22,22c.22e; 34,10d; 41,26f.26g.26h.28d; 42,22e.22g; 43,13b; 47,10c.15d; 50,2d; 
51,18a.18b; 59,4a.4b.16d; 60,15b; 63,5b.5d; 64,6a; 66,4d; Jer 4,4e; 7,33b; 9,21d; 
10,20e; 13,19b; 14,16b; 16,19e; 21,12f; 30,10h.13a.17e; 44,2d; 46,27h; 49,5c; 50,32c; 
Ezek7,14c; 34,6c.6d.28d; 39,26b; Hos 5,14f; 7,7d; Am 5,2d.6e; Mich 4,4b; 5,7e; Nah 
2,9f.12d; 3,18c.13f; Ps 7,3c; 14,1g; 18,42b; 19,7c; 22,12c; 50,22c; 53,2e; 71,11d; 
72,12b; 79,3b; 105,37b; 107,12c; 142,5c.5e; 144,14c; Job 2,13b; 5,4c; 10,7b; 
11,3c.19b. 32,12b; Prov 1,24d; 28,1b; Lam 1,7b; 4,4c; 5,8b; Est 1,8b; Dan 
8,4c.5c.27f; 11,16b.45c. 
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Dan 10,21b w·=»÷n »Õ¥°ad mit¥azziq «imm=ª «al »il°±  
Neh 7,4d  w·=»÷n bãt°ªm bÕn³yª*m  
2Chr 9,20c  »÷n kasp ni¥µab b·=yÕm÷ ´LMH l·=m(Õ»)³-mah  
The seven cases with indefinite pronoun (dabar, »ªµ) as subject should be 
noted especially. Against the background of such complete structures we 
can understand the by far more frequent elliptic structures, as illustrated in 
the following example pair: 
elliptic:        »÷n + participle + (…) 
                     w·=»÷n m·»assip (Jer 9,21d) 
complete:     »÷n + indefinite  pronoun + participle + (…) 
             w·=»÷n »ªµ m·»assip ... (Jdg 19,18f)  
As for the other nominal clause types, in which the subject is realized by 
an indeterminate nominal phrase, the negation of the whole proposition 
implies a non-existence-statement: “It is not true: Somebody collects…” 
implies “There is nobody, who collects…”. 
The type of negation is throughout NCN. 
l¯(»)-negated nominal clause IV with indeterminate subject is very rare. 
1Kgs 10,21d   (c »÷n kasp) l¯(») ni¥µab b·=yÕm÷ ´LMH l·=m(Õ»)³-mah  
Zef 3,5e    w·=l¯(») y¯di« «awwãl buµt  
Job 31,31c   (b mª yittin) mib=bÕ¼ar=¯ l¯(») ni¼ba«  
The first and the third references show N-stem-participle, so that 
according to the consonant text alone, it could also be a suffix conjugation 
form. Furthermore, the syntax of both references is quite problematic. In 
Zef 3,5e «awwãl operates as subject. There is no indication for CN.  
8. SUMMARY 
The traditional answer to the question of when l¯(») and »÷n operate as 
negators in Biblical Hebrew, namely »÷n in sentence-negation and l¯(») in 
special-negation, i.e. when negating a constituent or a word, is 
insufficient. First of all the deficiant terms sentence-negation and special-
negation are to be replaced by non-contrasting negation (NCN) and 
contrasting negation (CN). After that it can be shown that the distribution 
of l¯(») and »÷n  can not be adequately described without differentiating 
the nominal clause types according to the morphological quality of the 
predicate and the determination degree of the subject. 
Nominal clause I.1 (predicate: determinate nominal phrase): There are 
no references with »÷n, but exclusively with l¯(»), i.e. nominal clause I.1 is 
independent of the negation-type negated by l¯(»). 
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Nominal clause I.2 (predicate: indeterminate nominal phrase):  Also here 
l¯(») seems to be the regular negator. »÷n is only found in rare special 
references (complex sentences of exclusion, construct relation d÷ X). 
      Nominal clause II (predicate: prepositional phrase): »÷n is the regular 
negator in NCN, both with indeterminate and determinate subject. l¯(») is 
the regular negator in CN. We also find l¯(») in NCN. In this regard, two 
aspects are important: stilistic variation (parallelism: l¯(») versus »÷n) and 
emphasis. In certain semantic classes as [comparing] and [excluding] the 
frequent ellipse of the subject (Nullwert) is noteworthy. In these cases only 
»÷n occurs. This is certainly a characteristic phenomenon: »÷n as non-
existence particle (derived from substantive) versus l¯(») as primary 
particle negation. 
Nominal clause III (predicate: adjective): l¯(») is the negator in the rare 
cases of CN. For NCN in clauses with determinate subject, l¯(») serves as 
regular negator, although »÷n is also to be found. In nominal clause III 
with indeterminate subject »÷n is the regular negator. Frequently we find 
an elliptic subject (Nullwert) or indefinite pronoun, so that a non-existence 
proposition is implied. In these cases l¯(») cannot be used as negator. 
Nominal clause IV (predicate: participle): The regular negator of 
nominal clause IV is »÷n. l¯(») occurs nearly exclusively with participles 
that functionally tend towards the adjective (N-stem, verbs of affect). If 
the subject is an indeterminate nominal phrase, a non-existence 
proposition is implied (cf. also nominal clause II and nominal clause III). 
Frequently we find ellipse for the subject. 
Thus the final conclusion is, whereas »÷n operates in a nominal clause 
exclusively  in non-contrasting negation, l¯(») can operate in both types of 
negation: non-contrasting negation (NCN) as well as contrasting negation 
(CN).  In the latter case l¯(») immediately preceeds the unit that is the 
focus of negation and that is eventually contrasted by the following 
correction-sentence.  
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